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Chapter 3 UK politics and policymaking: 

Westminster and complex government stories 
 

This chapter: 
1. Compares two different stories of UK policymaking. 

• The Westminster story describes the concentration of power in the hands of a small 

number of people at the heart of central government.  

• It remains an important reference point in UK politics, even though it provides an 

inaccurate account of policymaking. 

• The complex government story describes the limits to central government control.  

• It is more accurate but less easy to understand and connect to UK political norms. 

2. Explores what happens when policymakers draw on both stories for different reasons, 

even when they seem to contradict each other. 

Introduction: two ways to understand policymaking in the UK 
The UK political system is confusing. It is best understood by drawing on two different stories. 

One is the official story associated with the ‘Westminster model’. It describes how the UK 

political system works in principle, based on its official rules. It helps to explain key functions 

such as its electoral system and the role of Parliament and government. The other is the 

unofficial story of complex government, representing a collection of insights generated from 

policy studies. It describes how policymaking works in practice. It highlights the unwritten 

rules, and how policymakers deal with the unmanageable scale of government. It provides a 

more accurate account, and often contradicts the official story. 

Why juggle these two stories if only one is accurate? One helps to explain the environment in 

which policymakers operate. The other helps to explain how they navigate that environment, 

using shortcuts and simple stories to turn complex government into manageable and effective-

looking strategies. This dynamic influences how we draw conclusions from UK policymaking: 

we demonstrate the importance of and limits to central government influence. Policymakers 

may try in vain to exert control over policy processes and outcomes. However, they can still 

have a major impact, and often succeed in narrating their impact to maintain an image of 

governing competence. 

In other words, the official story matters because people use it, to describe (a) how 

policymaking works, (b) how it should work, and (c) who to praise or blame for the results. It 

guides how people act: voters during elections, parties competing for voters, ministers 

scrutinised by Parliament, media and social media commentary, and civil servants delivering 

ministerial aims. It affects how policymakers interpret their world and try to operate within it. 

Participants act in line with this story even if they do not believe it. Ministers and public 



servants may recognise the greater accuracy of the complex government story, but it does not 

give them a way to legitimise their activity (Cairney, 2015). They often act according to one 

story, but tell another. Official stories are necessary, resistant to change, and have an effect on 

policymaking and our perception of that process (Box 3.1).  

We use these stories to describe essential features of UK politics and policymaking. We begin 

with a focus on electing a powerful and decisive government in a Westminster system. We then 

describe the elements of complex government that limit the effects of that power. Finally, we 

ask: what happens when those stories collide? What if policymakers seek to balance (a) taking 

a pragmatic approach to complexity with (b) describing their activities in a way that the public 

can understand and support. Do they try to take less responsibility for policy outcomes, to 

reflect their limited role in complex government? Or, do they reassert central control, to try to 

be more influential since they will be held responsible in any event? Successive governments 

and ministers have provided very different answers to that question (Chapter 4), but no attempt 

to centralise policymaking has had the desired effect. This conclusion informs every case study 

chapter (5-10), including the ‘take back control’ narrative in Chapter 6. 

Box 3.1 The UK government minister as a modern day King Canute 
There are several tales of Canute. He was arrogant, convinced that he could control the sea, 

humble, showing his courtiers that he could not, or, he staged the event to show the public the 

limits to monarchical powers in relation to God or the environment (Hay, 2009: 261). These 

tales help us explore different stories of UK government. First, what is the power of 

government ministers?  

1. Can they control their departments or policy outcomes? 

2. Do they think they are in control?  

3. Or, do they try to demonstrate to the public the limits to their influence on policy?  

Second, if ministers fail to get the policy outcomes they want, does it reflect: 

1. Bad luck or judgement in each case (e.g. the ‘policy blunders’ described by King and 

Crewe, 2014)? 

2. Inevitable failure to control a policymaking environment in most cases (described by 

the complex government story)?  

Gathering evidence on decisions and consequences can address this question partly. However, 

we also bring our worldview to the interpretation of evidence (Hay, 2009: 263). If a minister 

has a minimal impact in one case, we can draw different conclusions:  

1. They had the policy levers at their disposal and failed to use them. The case study 

demonstrates incompetence or a lack of political will. 

2. They had limited resources (e.g. attention, time, cognitive ability, access to policy 

instruments) to address a ‘wicked’ problem. It demonstrates how misleading it is to 

describe ‘levers’ and agency in an environment immune to control.  



Third, what is the role of the protagonist in telling the story? Ministers influence how they  -

and their audience - interpret the problems they face and their ability to act competently to 

solve them. They use performance and rhetoric to set expectations and portray their actions in 

a positive light. We miss a lot if we focus on models of centralised power versus complexity at 

the expense of the ‘political skill and artistry of those who manipulate agenda(s)’ (Riker, 1980: 

445; Hay, 2009: 276-7). That said, we should not assume that ministers act strategically and 

skilfully, or influence their audience’s reaction to their performance (Ball et al, 2021; Iannucci 

et al, 2005-12; Jay and Lynn, 1984; 1988). 

The Westminster model: a story of centralised power and control 
Our first story relates to the Westminster model which helps to concentrate power at the centre 

of government (Richards and Smith, 2002: 3; Marsh et al, 2001; Rhodes, 1997; Bevir and 

Rhodes, 1999; Gains and Stoker, 2009; see Rhodes, 2011 on ‘the Westminister story’). At its 

heart is a simple normative message about democratic accountability, based on concepts such 

as: 

• Representative democracy. Most public participation is via general elections rather 

than direct engagement. Most government accountability is to the public through 

elections (and parliamentary scrutiny). 

• Parliamentary sovereignty, and a fusion of executive and legislature. Power is retained 

by a sovereign parliament which delegates power to the executive (Her Majesty’s 

Government, or UK central government). 

• Majority party control. A plurality electoral system exaggerates a party’s majority to 

help the party of government command a majority in Parliament (e.g. to legislate).  

• The UK as a unitary state. The UK delegates responsibilities to other (devolved and 

local) governments but retains overall responsibility.  

• Cabinet government and individual ministerial responsibility. The Prime Minister 

appoints the Cabinet. Secretaries of State are responsible for all that happens in their 

departments, producing hierarchical structures in which civil servants feed up to, and 

anticipate the wishes of, ministers.  

There are many ways to tell this story of power concentrated in the executive, but two elements 

are particularly important. First, the moral of the story remains the same: power and 

responsibility go hand in hand since, if you know who is in charge, you know who to reward 

or punish in the next election. This arrangement reflects a ‘British political tradition’: the 

government is accountable to public, via Parliament, on the assumption that it is powerful and 

responsible. It takes responsibility for public policy and acts in a ‘responsible’ way, often 

making ‘strong, decisive, necessary action, even when opposed by a majority of the population’ 

(Blunkett and Richards, 2011). Second, the UK version of the Westminster model represents 

an archetype of a majoritarian democracy, in which the concentration of power in one party of 

government encourages a winner takes all mentality and top-down approach to government 

(Lijphart, 1999: 1-4; although see Box 3.2 on devolved governments). 



Box 3.2 Majoritarian and consensus democracy in a devolved UK 
Lijphart (1999: 3–4) describes a contrast between majoritarian and consensus democracy 

archetypes. The former has a plurality electoral system that tends to exaggerate one party’s 

majority of seats in parliament, foster single party majority governments, and concentrate 

power in the executive at one level of government. It encourages an ‘exclusive, competitive 

and adversarial’ political system (1999: 3). The latter has a proportional electoral system that 

shares seats across multiple parties, fosters coalition governments, and encourages the 

executive to share power with the legislature and other centres of government. It encourages 

‘inclusiveness, bargaining and compromise’ (1999: 2). 

If we accept this account, we find that devolution has produced the potential for new forms of 

government since 1999 (Birrell, 2012). It includes a ‘power sharing’ model in Northern Ireland, 

with representation in government for parties representing protestant and catholic populations. 

It also offers a mild shift towards consensus democracy in Wales and Scotland, with both using 

new electoral systems (mixed-member proportional). Indeed, Flinders (2010: 176) identifies 

‘bi-constitutionality’ following the promotion of consensus democracies within an overall 

majoritarian system (or the pursuit of ‘new politics’ as an antidote to ‘old Westminster’, 

Cairney and McGarvey, 2013: 10-13).  

Yet, one message of the complex government story is that the policymaking processes in the 

UK and devolved governments are not as different as they seem. The UK government’s alleged 

tendency to make policy from the top-down is exaggerated. Most policy is processed in 

relatively consensual ‘policy communities’ (Cairney, 2019b; Jordan and Cairney, 2013; Kriesi 

et al, 2006). A tendency towards incrementalism (Chapter 2) became a feature of accounts of 

post-war UK policymaking: top-down and uncompromising policymaking was ‘politically 

expensive’, a drain on the resources of time-constrained policymakers, and did not represent 

the ‘normal’ policymaking style (Richardson et al, 1982: 10; see also Box 5.1). 

The Westminster story has a ring of truth because it taps into well-established ideas about how 

politics should work in the UK, sums up what most people think they are voting for in general 

elections, and bolstered the ‘take back control’ Brexit message (Chapter 6). It dominates media 

and public discussions of UK politics even when it does not describe UK politics accurately 

(Jordan and Cairney, 2013). As such, it affects reality. It ensures that ministers have the means 

to pursue their policy agendas (Duggett, 2009). It also gives them a frame of reference – with 

great power comes great responsibility - that they cannot ignore if they seek to win elections 

(Bevir and Rhodes, 2003; 2006; Uncle Ben, 2002). UK governments are in the business of 

problem solving: no one is running for election with the mere promise to try their best. 

Disenchantment and the Westminster model 
A belief in this image of politics and policymaking underpins common ways to express 

disenchantment with UK politics (see Clarke et al, 2018 on long-term trends). Major concerns 

include: 

Politics is too far removed from ‘the people’ 

Politicians make decisions in relative isolation, with a ‘top-down’ mentality, causing ‘one way 

traffic from those governing (the Government) to those being governed (society)’ (Richards 



and Smith, 2002: 3). Or, policymaking is a battle for election but not of ideas, since the main 

political parties present similar ideas and compete to demonstrate their relative governing 

competence rather than challenge the status quo (Green, 2007).  

The political class does not represent the public 

The arrogant and aloof behaviour of its political class is exacerbated by UK-specific events 

such as an expenses scandal in 2009 (Pattie and Johnston, 2012; Vivyan et al, 2012). Or, it 

forms part of a wider international focus on disenchantment with representative democracies. 

Policymaking is described as elitist, carried out by a powerful political class that is too far 

removed from the public to know how best to govern (Allen and Cairney, 2017; Stoker, 2006; 

Hay, 2007; Flinders, 2012). Political systems also privilege the election of white middle (or 

upper) class men at the expense of marginalised populations (Ashe et al, 2010; Cairney et al, 

2016; Durose et al, 2012; Krook, 2006). 

Politicians take power but not responsibility 

Ministers enjoy great power but do not take great responsibility, and are too likely to ‘pass the 

buck’ to other organisations. This shift in responsibility can relate to highly visible decisions 

to share powers with the EU and devolved governments (although the former led to a vote to 

leave the EU in 2016, whereas the latter contributed to 

territorial demands for more autonomy after 1999). Or, we 

can identify a feeling that too many decisions are being 

made by the ‘unelected state’ which consists of public 

bodies such as the Bank of England (central to monetary 

policies such as interest rates), quangos, and non-

governmental bodies such as charities (‘third sector’ 

organisations) delivering social services or private sector 

companies building schools and hospitals (Flinders, 2008; 

Flinders and Skelcher, 2012).  

In contrast, the complex government story helps to identify the difference between choosing to 

share responsibility with other organisations, and the necessity (or inevitability) of limited 

ministerial control (Box 1.2; Cairney et al, 2019). 

Complex government: a story of limited central control 
The second story relates to complex policymaking systems and limited central government 

control. It draws on a general story derived from the concepts and theories that are common to 

the international study of public policy (summarized in Chapter 2). A focus on bounded 

rationality highlights the limits to policymakers’ understanding of policy problems. They 

respond by paying attention to some issues and ignoring most, and using cognitive shortcuts to 

ignore most information. A focus on context (Box 2.3) shows that policymakers operate in an 

environment over which they have limited understanding and even less control.  

The UK represents an important variation on this international comparative research theme. 

The UK-specific story adapts these broad insights, using terms such as ‘governance’, ‘multi-

level governance’, ‘policy communities’, or ‘differentiated polity model’ (Richards and Smith, 

Quangos: quasi-non-

governmental bodies, 

sponsored by government 

departments but operating at 

‘arm’s length’ from ministers. 

Also note the less pejorative 

term ‘arm’s length body’ 

(ALB). 



2002: 3; Rhodes, 1997; Bache and Flinders, 2004; Kerr and Kettell, 2006: 11; Richardson and 

Jordan, 1979). This analytical shift helps to reject the notion that there is a core group of 

policymakers at the heart of the process, analysing and making policy from the ‘top down’. 

Further, there is a major difference between UK government ministers choosing to share 

responsibility with others, and the necessity of limited ministerial control. Key elements of this 

more detailed story include: 

The pragmatic case for delegating policy attention 

UK general elections often produce a new party of government, but regular changes of 

government do not cause wholesale shifts in policy because most decisions are beyond the 

reach of ministers. Ministers are ostensibly in charge of entire government departments, but 

can only pay attention to a tiny proportion of the issues for which they are responsible, which 

makes it plausible for them to look shocked when a decision, made in their name, has gone 

badly. They need to find defendable ways to focus on some issues and ignore most.  

One routine response is to break policymaking down into more manageable departments, and 

a large number of divisions within departments, dealing with issues that involve a smaller 

number of knowledgeable participants.  Ministers rely on their officials for information and 

advice.  For specialist issues, those officials rely on specialist organisations.  Organisations 

trade that information and advice (and other things, such as the ability to generate agreement 

among influential groups) for access to, and influence within, government (Richardson and 

Jordan, 1979; Jordan and Cairney, 2013). Consequently, there is a blurry boundary between 

formal responsibility and informal influence. Many actors are involved in the policy process, 

it is difficult to separate their effects, and policy outcomes are the product of collective action 

(Rose, 1987: 267–8; Colebatch, 1998: 23; Colebatch, 2006: 1).  

Three concepts combine to describe these blurry boundaries between formal powers and 

informal influence.  First, ‘core executive’: 

“The innermost centre of British central government consists of a complex web of 

institutions, networks and practices surrounding the PM, Cabinet, cabinet committees 

and their official counterparts, less formalized ministerial 'clubs' or meetings, bilateral 

negotiations, and interdepartmental committees. It also includes some major 

coordinating departments - chiefly, the Cabinet Office, the Treasury, the Foreign 

Office, the law officers, and the security and intelligence services” (Dunleavy and 

Rhodes, 1990; see also Rhodes, 1995: 17; Rhodes, 2011: 213-19). 

Second, ‘policy communities’ or ‘policy networks’ (the generic term) describes the 

relationships that develop between policymakers, actors who deliver policy, and the pressure 

participants who possess informal influence (see 

Cairney, 2020: 152 for a summary of key terms). Most 

policy is made in communities not particularly visible to 

the public or Parliament, and with minimal ministerial or 

senior civil service involvement.   

Pressure participants: Actors 

attempting to influence public 

policy. They can be interest 

groups, businesses, public 

sector bodies, and other types of 

government (Jordan et al., 2004) 

 



Third, ‘governance’ often replaces ‘government’ when studies describe the  diffusion of power 

from the core executive to other organisations, while ‘multi-level governance’ describes 

relationships between actors with formal and informal sources of power at many levels of 

government (Box 1.2).  The latter concepts qualify an image of UK policymaking based on the 

idea of an policymaking club (Jordan, 1981: 96-100).   

The normative case for delegating key functions of government 

In many cases, there are good reasons to maintain ‘hands off’ arrangements. A powerful 

example is in mental health where public bodies make sure that doctors and social workers act 

properly when they use the Mental Health Act to detain people for treatment against their will. 

There is also an important independent role for judicial bodies to interpret, uphold, or challenge 

UK laws (in relation to wider principles or conventions on human rights). Such bodies need 

independence to assure the public that they do not act for the government. The outcome of 

‘arm’s length’ arrangements is that ministers are obliged to cede some policy responsibility to 

other bodies, trusting that such bodies will implement policy in a way they expect. 

The multi-level nature of policy and policymaking 

What we call ‘policy’ is a collection of many policy instruments. It is made at many levels of 

government, each with responsibility for at least one instrument. For example, the UK’s 

relatively comprehensive ‘tobacco control policy’ resulted from many instruments produced 

and delivered by the EU, UK, devolved governments, and local authorities (Cairney et al, 2012; 

Cairney, 2019a). Further, ‘gender mainstreaming’ involves a huge collection of policy 

instruments spread across all levels of government (Cairney et al, 2021). 

The fragmented nature of policymaking 

Policymaking is ‘fragmented’ in two senses. First, a post-war rise in governmental 

responsibilities produced mutually reinforcing effects: more groups interested in government; 

and, a more stretched government, more reliant on 

outside advice (Jordan, 1981: 96-100). Second, the UK 

governmental structure is broken down into 

departments and agencies, and policy issues are 

managed in different sectors (such as agriculture) and subsectors (such as dairy farming). 

Departments share responsibilities for cross-cutting issues - such as poverty and social 

inclusion - which may be addressed by departments responsible for employment, social 

security, taxation, and public services such as health, education and justice. Some issues, such 

as inequalities, defy attempts to introduce cross-

departmental coordination (Cairney and St Denny, 

2020). We can identify serial attempts by governments 

to set up units or ‘mainstreaming’ initiatives (to oblige 

each department to consider the effect of public policy 

on particular social groups) to encourage joined-up 

government, but often without backing these initiatives with sufficient resources (including 

political weight and staffing).  

Cross-cutting: issues which defy 

simple department boundaries and 

require coordination across them. 

Joined-up government: an old 

buzz-phrase to describe the ability 

to address policy in a holistic 

manner (or ensure that policy in 

one department does not 

undermine policy in another). 



Policy inheritance and the complexity of the statute book  

The first thing that newly elected governments do is inherit the existing statute book and 

policies of their predecessors (Rose, 1990; Rose and Davies, 1994). The size and scope of the 

state is such that any ‘new’ policy is likely to be a revision of an old one following some policy 

failure (Hogwood and Peters, 1983). Indeed, parties often run election campaigns based on the 

idea that they will reform failing policies. They might want to make serious changes, but are 

constrained by past decisions that produced organisations, regulations, and employees which 

are difficult to remove. Major innovations require policy terminations to reduce costs.  Yet, 

complete termination may be opposed by groups associated with the policy, and undermined 

by organisations seeking to justify their existence (Geva-May, 2004).  Policymaking is about 

dealing with the legacies of past decisions and their cumulative effect is profound. 

Indeed, the UK government itself has recognised part of this problem, noting the uncertain 

outcome of so many Acts of Parliament (and Statutory Instruments) which are understood by 

few people, and arguing that it is ‘extremely difficult to estimate how much legislation is in 

force at any one time’ (Cabinet Office and Office of the Parliamentary Counsel, 2013). 

How have policymakers responded to complex government? 
Chapter 4 describes many examples of ministers trying to deal with the unmanageability of 

government, either to try to reassert central control or jettison the parts of government that most 

defy it. These moves have prompted attention to the overall impact: have reforms reduced or 

exacerbated the problem? This part of the UK story is difficult to pin down, since it involves 

unresolved debates about the effects of governance reforms. The list of reforms includes:  

• Privatization. The sale of public assets, break up of state monopolies, injection of 

competition, introduction of public-private partnerships for major capital projects, and 

charging for government services.  

• Quasi-markets. One part of the public sector competes with another for the business of 

commissioning agencies and/ or to compete in league tables of performance. 

• Civil service reforms to make them more directly accountable to their publics. 

• Public sector reforms in which quangos and non-governmental bodies play a greater 

role in service delivery (while subject to inspection and performance management). 

This process prompted academic debate about the extent to which the UK state became more 

able to focus on core tasks or exacerbated its own ‘governance problem’ (the gap between an 

appearance of central control and what central governments can actually do) (Cairney, 2009b). 

Many reforms were perhaps designed to reassert central government power, but actually 

reinforced a fragmented public landscape and a periodic sense that no one is in control.  

The overall story of complex government 

This story of complex government can be used to describe a world of public policy which no-

one seems to control: the huge size and reach of government; the potential for ministerial 

‘overload’ and need to simplify decision-making; the blurry boundaries between the actors who 

make and influence policy; the multi-level and fragmented nature of policymaking; and, the 

proliferation of rules and regulations, many of which may undermine each other.  It provides 



more realistic way to explain policymaking than the Westminster model. One part of its 

argument is timeless: there will always be limits to ministerial action and central control. 

Another relates to a decades-long research agenda to demonstrate that UK governments (a) 

seem to exacerbate their lack of control when they introduce governance reforms to reassert it, 

and (b) have given up some of that control to other governments. 

What happens when these two stories collide? 
The complex government story cannot simply replace the Westminster story, since both are 

important reference points which inform and explain policymaking. Rather, these stories 

collide when policymakers have to juggle their need to (a) appear to be in control, to defend 

their record in elections and to Parliament, and (b) be pragmatic and share policymaking 

responsibility to get things done.   

Policymaking: the pragmatic response to complex government 
There are good reasons for central governments to share power and responsibility with other 

actors. Civil servants have the capacity, knowledge, and networks to research and make 

detailed policies. Quangos often need to be at ‘arm’s length’ from ministers to achieve 

legitimacy in the eyes of their publics. Local governments have their own mandates, often 

possess a keener sense of the needs of local communities, and can work in partnership with 

local stakeholders and public bodies to produce strategies for their areas. ‘Stakeholders’ 

provide knowledge and advice on how to deliver policies in specialized areas. Service users 

often have profound insights on the public services they receive. Overall, there are, and should 

be, many actors in public policy beyond a small group of people at the centre (Box 3.3). So, 

partly in recognition of the value of these actors and/ or the necessity and inevitability of their 

involvement, elected policymakers try to produce pragmatic ways to share policymaking 

responsibility and encourage new mechanisms of accountability (Chapter 4).  

Centralization versus pragmatism 

At the same time, we should avoid explaining policies as simply the most sensible or noble 

thing to do! Do not assign too much coherence to a collection of actions performed by actors 

whose motivations we cannot pin down. It is difficult to find a long term and coherent plan to 

redraw the boundaries of the state and reform how we hold public bodies and government to 

account. Rather, there are many choices made with different motives. 

This juggling act reflects the difficulty of reconciling forms of accountability based on the 

centralization versus diffusion of power. Further, it is difficult to know if policymakers pursue 

either aim for the right reasons. Do they centralize to ensure democratic accountability or power 

hoard for their own purposes? Do they delegate to ensure new forms of accountability or shirk 

responsibility for their actions? Do they try to do more than one thing, to combine the benefits 

of a consistent approach (such as power hoarding and accountability) or pursue contradictory 

aims (such as to power hoard and shirk responsibility)? We may never know their motives. 

Instead, we can study their stated motives and the pressures they face when describing their 

actions (box 3.1).   



For example, during elections and parliamentary scrutiny it is difficult for ministers to argue 

that they should only be held to account in a limited way. Consequently, they play the game of 

shared responsibility and democratic accountability.  They try to construct an image of 

governing competence by making ‘hard choices’ and dominating the legislative process 

without expecting long term results. They also focus on emotionally-driven policies in which 

they express their values as much as strategies (see Chapter 2 and Box 3.4 on social 

construction). In both cases, it may be possible to take responsibility for strategy and key 

choices, and blame public bodies for their inability to deliver. Or, ministers may be genuinely 

frustrated with their lack of progress, and seek to reform government to reassert power by, for 

example: using quangos or self-governing schools to bypass local authorities, or constructing 

regulatory and performance management regimes to control public bodies from the centre 

(Hood, 2007). 

The enduring effect of the Westminster model of accountability 

Consequently, the division between the role of central government and a meaningfully 

accountable alternative is often unclear. Parliament struggles to directly scrutinise the work of 

government agencies (Gains and Stoker, 2009: 9). Governments rely on private or third sector 

bodies for the success of policy delivery. The ‘quango state’ (Flinders and Skelcher, 2012) 

becomes so convoluted that governments are prompted periodically to reform the public sector 

to re-inject clarity (Richards and Smith, 2004; Cairney, 2009b: 359). The accountability 

landscape remains unclear when ministers devolve decisions to public bodies, with their own 

means to demonstrate institutional accountability, but also intervene, in an ad hoc way, to deal 

with institutional crises (Gains and Stoker, 2009: 11). 

Overall, the Westminster model may be unrealistic, but adherence to its moral affects reality. 

However much we describe the limits to central control, the lack of centralised government, 

and modern developments which have taken us further from the Westminster model, we still 

need to use it as a key reference point. We may conclude that policymakers are not able to 

hoard power at the centre, but struggle to argue that they do not have a profound impact on 

policy or that we can no longer hold them to account. ‘Complex government’ may undermine 

the ability of people to understand how central government works, but they still seek ways to 

engage with it or hold it to account. Crucially, most recommendations associated with 

alternatives to the Westminster model do not mix well with the language of Westminster-style 

accountability (Box 3.3). One can accept the idea of complex government without accepting 

new ways to engage with it. 

Box 3.3 Alternatives to power hoarding and centralised accountability 
One problem with the complex governance story is that it does not come with a clear sense of 

how policy should be made. Further, many parts of that story may be difficult to sell to 

policymakers and their audience. Cairney et al (2019) relate these issues to the idea of multi-

centric policymaking (Box 1.2), which may: 

• Lack coherence if many centres contribute policy without a clear sense of coordinated 

action. 



• Lack accountability if many centres are responsible for only part of the problem (even 

if those centres were elected). 

On the other hand, these negative assessments relate to values associated with the Westminster 

model. Our argument may shift if we: 

• Challenge its normative value. Lijphart (1999) argues that consensus democracies are 

more democratic and effective. Hooghe and Marks (2003: 233) argue that ‘Centralized 

authority – command and control - has few advocates’, and recommend multi-level 

systems that give citizens more ways to engage and are tailored to the problem at hand. 

• Challenge its lack of realism. Maintaining the pretence of the Westminster story 

produces the worst of both worlds: no chance of achieving centralisation, and no 

opportunity to discuss properly how to manage policy in the real world. 

A successful challenge could allow more scope to develop strategies for complex government. 

Common solutions include to: 

1. Reject the idea of central policy management in favour of delegating powers to more 

actors to respond to events.  

2. Replace accountability and short term performance measures based on the fiction of 

central control, in favour of longer term and more flexible forms of evaluation. 

3. Replace the language of policy failure with trial-and-error strategies focused on 

continuous learning and adaptation (Cairney et al, 2019: 46-8; Geyer, 2012). 

Yet, it is difficult to see much  progress. Elected policymakers, and those who hold them to 

account, still make reference to a Westminster story of success. It is an ideal that no one could 

achieve. Rather, they hope to achieve a story of governing competence – and the strong 

management of policymaking functions - that helps to maintain their popularity. 

Policymaking studies: examining key actors and their environments 
These tensions inform how we describe UK government and policymaking. On the one hand, 

the Westminster story helps us to compare an ideal-type with reality, using an alternative story 

which better describe what happens. This task is essential, to (1) situate policymaker agency 

within a wider context (Box 2.3) and (2) challenge assumptions about political systems and 

their reputations, such as that UK policymaking is ‘majoritarian’ and therefore adversarial and 

top-down (Box 3.2).  

On the other hand, the official story reminds us that normative principles, underpinning 

politics, endure far longer than individual governments (Habermas, 1996). While we may focus 

on the routine limits of government action, and pragmatic responses, do not lose sight of the 

more general and enduring role of elected governments. The practices associated with 

democratic accountability principles have an effect on policy. Policymakers, when competing 

for elected public office, articulate value judgements, and make fundamental choices - about 

which social groups should be rewarded or punished - which have an enduring effect beyond 

the terms of single elections (box 3.4). 



Box 3.4 UK ministers and ‘the social construction of target populations’ 
‘Bounded rationality’ describes not only the limits to policymaker action but also the profound 

impact that ministers can have when they respond to such limits. The ‘social construction and 

policy design’ literature provides a three-step reminder of their potential impact (Schneider and 

Ingram, 1997; Schneider et al, 2014; Pierce et al, 2014; see Cairney and St Denny, 2020 on UK 

examples). First, they make quick and simple value judgements based on social stereotypes, to 

reward ‘good’ social groups with government support and punish ‘bad’ groups with sanctions. 

These judgements may be emotional or strategic, or a combination of both. Second, they have 

a ‘feed-forward’ effect: they are reproduced in the institutions devoted to policy delivery, 

which become routine and questioned rarely in government. Third, this outcome has an impact 

on citizens, who participate in politics according to how they are characterised by government. 

Demonised groups are alienated from politics, while romanticised groups engage routinely to 

reinforce their privileged position. Social constructions are particularly difficult to overcome 

when a sequence of previous policies, based on a particular framing of target populations, 

produces ‘hegemony’: the public, media and/ or policymakers take these values for granted. 

This account helps bring together our two stories of policymaking. Its focus on emotionally-

driven policymaking with a major impact fits well with the Westminster story of powerful 

ministers. Its focus on cumulative impact and hegemony links to many policy concepts - 

including path dependence, policy succession, and inheritance before choice - which describe 

the enduring effects of institutions and policies made in the past (Pierson, 2000; Hogwood and 

Peters, 1983; Rose, 1990). 

Explaining the impact of key actors: ministers and the core executive 

Our two stories help to interpret the role of actors such as ministers (and concepts such as ‘core 

executive’):  

• The Westminster story begins with one party winning an election and turning its 

manifesto into action. Ministers make key decisions as heads of government 

departments, departments are organised hierarchically, and civil servants look to 

ministers for direction. Ministers take responsibility for their choices. 

• The complex government story highlights the limited extent to which ministers can pay 

attention to the issues for which they are responsible, and the tendency of most policy 

to be delivered on automatic pilot. New governments inherit the commitments of their 

predecessors, make decisions based on legislation which already exists, and spend most 

money on activities that continue by routine. New policy tends to address the problems 

caused by the old. Ministers make decisions, but struggle to know what happens when 

other actors carry them out.  

In that context, we need to be careful about drawing conclusions from academic studies. Put 

simply, it is not surprising to find case studies of ministerial influence when we study 

policymaking from the ‘top’. If we look for instances in which they make key decisions with a 

major impact, of course we will find it. Similarly, it is not surprising to find case studies of 

limited or very indirect ministerial influence when we study policymaking from the ‘bottom’, 

to track the many influences on actors in organisations far removed from central government. 



Each approach may be ‘self-fulfilling: a focus on the bottom highlights a multiplicity of 

influences and distance from central government, but misses systematic patterns of adherence 

to targets set at the top; a focus at the top highlights central control and meeting targets that 

relate to a small part of government business, ignoring the bulk of government responsibilities 

which are delivered out of the public spotlight’ (Cairney, 2009b: 360). 

The academic literature is full of attempts to accentuate one of these stories. Consequently, 

there is the potential for debate on the extent to which the centre can control government or 

policy outcomes, but without really learning anything new (e.g. Marsh and McCaffrie, 2015; 

Cairney and Jordan, 2015; Marsh, 2011). Instead, we should look for ways to juggle these 

accounts by (a) recognising that their initial perspectives and aims will influence their findings, 

and (b) being careful about pitting such approaches against each other when they may be 

reaching different answers because they ask different questions (Dowding, 2015).  

Explaining the impact of key actors: Parliaments  

These accounts are also essential to the study of parliamentary influence since it relies, to a 

large extent, on the identification of ministerial influence. If ministers are at the heart of 

policymaking, and parliaments have a direct influence on ministers, we can trace many policy 

outputs back to Parliament. If ministers represent one of many actors unable to control 

behaviour which ‘emerges’ from complex systems, the role of Parliament may seem negligible. 

Russell and Cowley (2016) suggest that the latter story dominates (unfairly) the study of 

Parliament. Richardson and Jordan’s (1979) phrase ‘post-parliamentary democracy’ remains 

influential. It relies on the timeless elements of the complex government story: ministers can 

only pay attention to a tiny proportion of their responsibilities; they delegate responsibility for 

most issues, and policy is processed at a low level of government, with minimal ministerial and 

parliamentary input (Jordan and Cairney, 2013: 236).   

This finding can be qualified with reference to the Westminster story, since Parliament plays a 

central role in the wider system of representative democracy in which policy communities 

operate. Its importance is found in the ‘process of representation and the legitimation of 

governmental outputs flowing from that process’ (Judge, 1993: 2).  Policy communities largely 

derive their legitimacy from the sense that they are overseen and approved by Parliament, and 

“without this presumption of the ultimate authority of Parliament the outputs... would be far 

more difficult, if not impossible, to sustain as ‘authoritative’ and ‘binding’ policy” (1993: 30). 

Although civil servants operate out of the spotlight, they still seek to generate legitimacy for 

policies agreed in communities by feeding up to ministers and anticipating parliamentary 

scrutiny. Ministers and civil servants cannot ignore Parliament even if MPs and select 

committees can  only pay attention to a tiny proportion of government business. Its influence 

can be found by observing the extent to which they make policy with Parliament in mind. We 

should recognise the importance of ‘anticipated reactions’ when, for example, a government 

tries to ‘get a sense of what will and will not be acceptable’ (Judge, 1990).  

Such arguments contribute to the sense that Parliament is more powerful than you think if you 

think it is completely unimportant (Russell et al, 2015; Russell and Cowley, 2016). As in the 



study of ministers, there is high potential for debates on Parliament to become circular, as 

people begin with very different research questions and talk at cross purposes on the 

significance of their findings. For example, the ‘policy communities’ literature represented one 

way to reject the idea that policymaking was captured well by, ‘the traditional model of Cabinet 

and parliamentary government’ (Richardson and Jordan, 1979: 91), while new parliamentary 

studies often challenge the pervasiveness of accounts which treated Parliament as peripheral to 

the policy process (Russell and Cowley, 2016: 122). Their reference points were two very 

different stories. There is some payoff to re-establishing the value of one story by challenging 

the complete dominance of another, but these accounts reflect the interests of academics more 

than major shifts in politics and policymaking.  

If, instead, we keep using both stories, we might conclude that actors like MPs only have the 

ability to pay attention to a tiny proportion of the issues processed by governments. So, they 

promote some to the top of their agenda and ignore the rest. Further, they do not have the 

resources to delegate scrutiny to other bodies (like ministers delegating to civil servants) and, 

therefore, rely on government bodies to keep them informed of their progress. This process 

will produce some parliamentary influence, as MPs engage directly in some areas and civil 

servants anticipate their reactions in others, but also limit the extent to which Parliament has a 

substantive impact.  

Conclusion 
The Westminster story is a popular way to describe how policymaking works and should work. 

It describes strong and responsible government generated by an electoral and political system 

that concentrates power in an executive. The government of the day makes policy from the top-

down, with little need to negotiate with Parliament, other types of government, or the 

stakeholders and publics affected by policy. Ministers head government departments and take 

responsibility for their outputs. People know whom to hold responsible: MPs and TV, radio, 

and print media focus their scrutiny on ministers, and the regularity of elections helps to hold 

powerful governments to account. Or, this story helps to articulate disenchantment with politics 

when policymakers are too aloof, grab power while dodging responsibility, or give up powers 

too readily to other governments. Either way, the story endures regardless of its accuracy. 

The complex government story is an alternative way to describe how policymaking works. It 

highlights bounded rationality and policymaking complexity. It suggests that policymakers 

have limited knowledge of policy problems and low control over their policymaking 

environments. Ministers are part of a larger core executive, but still need to delegate most 

policy to communities of civil servants, pressure participants, and the organizations that deliver 

policy. They also delegate formal responsibility to devolved governments and, until recently, 

shared many responsibilities with the EU. As a result, policymaking is multi-level, fragmented, 

and out of anyone’s full understanding. Ministers can make a difference, but in the context of 

a huge set of inherited commitments that are carried out routinely on their behalf. They share 

some powers by choice, but have limited powers by necessity. 

The practical consequence is that policymakers juggle their responses to two different stories: 

ministers perform the role of a powerful policymakers, responsible for making and defending 



hard choices, but also seek ways to get things done in a context where they rely on many others 

to succeed. They share responsibility with many other actors, but remain held to account for 

the overall results.  

The consequence for research is the need to understand not only what happens but also how 

people interpret these outcomes. It is common to identify policy failure and pin the blame on 

central governments, when it may be more accurate to identify the ever present limits to policy 

influence and policy change. 

This juggling act produces three key questions in UK policy and policymaking: 

How can policymakers tell a coherent story of Westminster narrative of democratic 

accountability? If ministers are not in control of their departments, how can we hold them to 

account in a meaningful way? Or, how can they produce a model based on a pragmatic 

understanding of central government power, and new forms of accountability, that is 

sufficiently consistent with the Westminster model of democratic accountability? The answer 

is not clear. Instead, we have seen policymakers describe their task in very different ways 

(Chapter 4), and Chapters 5-10 explore how these dynamics play out in different sectors. 

How have policymakers responded to the governance problem? Instead of a grand, rational, 

theme to ensure central government control, in Chapter 4 we identify a patchwork of reforms 

to respond to a lack of control, the unintended consequences of reforms, and introduce 

constitutional change. 

How can we study this process empirically? It is difficult to go beyond the same old phrases, 

such as that ministers are important but not the only important policymakers, that multi-level 

governance matters, that Parliament is more important than you think, and that policy dynamics 

vary from issue to issue. Yet, we should not be too dispirited by these routine messages. Life 

is full of wonderful contradictions and policymakers can act to produce good enough outcomes. 

Further, it is no mean feat to (a) study policymaking across many policy areas and decades, (b) 

produce some simple and understandable concepts and rules that help us sum up complex 

government in the UK, and (c) compare them meaningfully with policymaking in many other 

countries. Indeed, this manageable understanding is crucial to critical policy analysis, since we 

can only use research to challenge inequity if we know (roughly) how policy and policy 

processes perpetuate it. 
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